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Legal Dimensions of 
Salespersons' Statements: 
A Review and 
Managerial Suggestions 
Salespeople can generate liability problems for their organizations through both intentional and inad- 
vertent statements, yet the sales management and personal selling literature has not provided adequate 
discussion of these problems. The authors describe the various ways salespeople initiate such liability 
and include specific advice for sales managers interested in guiding salesperson behavior. 
Asalesperson can consciously or inadvertently 
mislead prospects/customers at several stages 
during their interactions. Consider the enthusiastic 
salesperson who overstates the capabilities of a prod- 
uct, not realizing that his or her impassioned presen- 
tation contains impossible-to-meet promises. Such re- 
marks could cause a dispute with the customer, maybe 
even resulting in litigation alleging that the apparently 
innocent statements amount to a warranty or product 
misrepresentation (Lenox v. Triangle Auto Alarm 1990). 
The preceding scenario would be embarrassing and 
could result in an unprofitable transaction once the value 
of the unintended warranty is calculated. But what if 
the sales representative lies (Southern States v. Proc- 
tor 1989) or unfairly belittles competitors' products 
(Moore v. Boating Industry 1987)? Actions such as 
these can generate extremely negative publicity for the 
firm (Hoelterhoff 1989) and, depending on the con- 
sequences, can result in fines amounting to hundreds 
of millions of dollars (Business Week 1990a,b). Un- 
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fortunately, scant advice for avoiding such situations 
is available in published materials. 
As reflected in the literature, sales management 
usually stresses objective or productivity-related per- 
formance measures (Churchill et al. 1985), such as 
sales volume or calls, or other output measures 
(Churchill, Ford, and Walker 1990; Ingram and 
LaForge 1989). Most salesperson appraisal systems 
do likewise (Basu et al. 1985). In practical terms, pur- 
suit of short-run objectives could jeopardize the long- 
run goal of most selling activity: establishing ongoing 
relationships with buyers (Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh 
1987). This juxtaposition of goals can be manifested 
in several ways. For example, a salesperson "stretch- 
ing the truth" in an effort to sell might alienate pros- 
pects and others who become aware of that behavior, 
yet would be rewarded if quotas are met. 
A more comprehensive orientation to managing 
salespeople, whereby salesperson behavior is directed 
and controlled along several job-related dimensions, 
may simultaneously decrease liability exposure and 
increase the likelihood of developing profitable long- 
term relationships with customers (Anderson and Narus 
1990). If sales managers were able to identify the ap- 
propriate actions and reactions of salespeople, their 
directives and control systems could be expected to 
help meet the broadly defined goals of customer and 
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company needs satisfaction in an ethically responsible 
way. This approach to managerial control also draws 
managers' attention to the task of alleviating the prob- 
lems created when legal dimensions of selling prac- 
tices are either not sufficiently salient or not up-to- 
date. 
Anderson and Oliver (1987) conclude that most 
theoretical approaches to managerial control in gen- 
eral and to sales control in particular predict the use 
of behavioral controls under conditions of environ- 
mental uncertainty (e.g., unanticipated judicial opin- 
ions and pending legislation). In such situations the 
firm internalizes environmental risks by monitoring 
the activities of its salespeople. Successful activities 
can be emphasized and dangerous or risky behaviors 
can be discouraged and minimized. 
Because of its dynamic and evolutionary nature,1 
the legal environment is one in which behavioral con- 
trols for salespersons are especially fitting as currently 
allowable sales practices may not be tolerated in the 
future. For example, "sales talk" or "puffing," long 
a controversial part of the salesperson-prospect ex- 
change, has been defined more precisely by the ju- 
diciary during the past few years (Jackson v. Krieger 
Ford 1989; Sack 1986a). The range of permissible ex- 
aggeration is gradually narrowing, thus making 1985's 
hyperbole an actionable warranty today. 
Salespeople therefore must understand the basic 
legal implications of their activities and be required 
to behave in ways that do not undermine their firm's 
legal standing. The unique skills of each salesperson 
must be used to generate sales (an outcome focus); 
however, the salespeople must be cautioned and trained 
(a behavior focus) not to act in a way that precipitates 
unintended legal obligations. 
The purpose of the following discussion is to pro- 
vide an overview of these issues in marketing's legal 
environment. Examples of salesperson statements and 
activities that could lead to legal disputes are dis- 
cussed. Guidelines for selling and sales management 
actions then are presented to enable the firm to mit- 
igate embarrassing and financially damaging litigation 
arising from personal selling activities. 
Examples of Selling Practices That Can Lead to Liability2 
Most coverage of the legal environment of selling ex- 
amines the relationship between salespersons and their 
'The volatility of marketing's legal environment is well docu- 
mented. Every issue of the Journal of Marketing includes a section 
titled "Legal Developments in Marketing" and the Marketing News 
regularly carries columns devoted to legal issues. For sales managers 
and salespersons, Sales & Marketing Management provides legal up- dates and has featured several articles on law-selling topics (e.g., Sack 
1985a,b, 1986a,b). 
2The sales practices described in these cases are meant to illustrate 
firms. Such topics as hiring discrimination, expense 
account fraud, wrongful termination, and equal com- 
pensation are discussed relatively frequently (e.g., 
Manning v. Upjohn 1989; Sales & Marketing Man- 
agement 1988). The ways salespersons can create le- 
gal duties for the corporation through various state- 
ments, actions, or even inactions receive considerably 
less attention. The latter legal questions can be or- 
ganized into five categories, as illustrated in Table 1. 
Creation of Unintended Warranties 
Sales representatives may inadvertently create war- 
ranties for their products by careless or inflated state- 
ments or conduct, improper use of promotional ma- 
terials, showing samples, or even silence in the face 
of a customer inquiry. These warranties may be either 
express (Uniform Commercial Code 1972, ?2-313) or 
implied warranties of fitness for a particular use (Sack 
1986b; Uniform Commercial Code 1972, ?2-315; 
Vaccaro 1987). 
A seller may create an express warranty orally, 
without intending to do so, and in fact without even 
using the term "warranty" (American Jurisprudence 
1985, ??88-90). For example, the use of printed pro- 
motional materials in discussions between a salesper- 
son and a customer may amount to an affirmation of 
a fact or a promise of product performance. In one 
instance, an advertising brochure for a Ford truck 
showed pictures of the vehicle "off-road," crossing 
streams, ditches, and mountains. When the buyer had 
mechanical problems arising from similar use of the 
product, which the dealer's service department could 
not repair, Ford Motor Company was held liable for 
breach of an express warranty, even though Ford had 
not intended the pictures to be a warranty (Ford Mo- 
tor v. Lemieux 1967; Grady 1983). 
In a more recent case that confirms the earlier po- 
sition taken by the courts, the manufacturer was found 
liable for breach of an express warranty when one of 
its products did not perform according to the standards 
stated by a sales representative (Lindemann v. Eli Lilly 
1987). In Lindemann, an herbicide did not have the 
specific capabilities suggested by Eli Lilly's sales rep- 
resentative. Liability attached even though the sales- 
person's statements contradicted the promotional bro- 
chures. Similar outcomes have occurred in cases 
involving like circumstances (Clark Manufacturing v. 
Gold Bond Pharmaceutical 1987; Hayden v. Siemans 
Medical Center 1987). 
Though courts sometimes allow latitude for "sales 
talk" or "puffing" in the form of oral representations, 
they apparently will not tolerate much overstatement 
when the seller happens to have more knowledge, ex- 
the breadth of exposure salespeople create. These are examples, not 
prototypes, of improper practices. 
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TABLE 1 
An Overview of Salesperson Statements That Can Create Legal Obligations for the Firm 
Legal Issuesa 
Creation of 
unintended 
warranties 
Illustrative Cases 
Lindemann v. 
Eli Lilly (1987) 
Salesperson Indiscretions 
Salesperson inadvertently overstated 
chemical product's technical 
capabilities 
Consequences 
$6000 (total price of product) 
awarded to plaintiff 
Carpetland v. 
Payne (1989) 
Dilution of warning 
effectiveness 
In re First 
Commodity (1987) 
Stevens v. Parke, 
Davis (1973) 
Disparagement 
of competitive 
offerings 
Systems v. 
Scientific (1976) 
Testing v. 
Magnaflux (1987) 
Salesperson promised a one-year 
warranty for carpet, though sales 
agreement expressly denied any 
warranties 
Salesperson told clients that 
warnings in securities prospectus 
were unimportant 
Salespeople vigorously promoted 
drug product without mentioning 
warnings 
Salespeople claimed that rival's 
game tickets could be "read" without 
tampering 
Salespeople made unverified 
negative statements about rival's 
chemical products 
Misrepresentation of Dunn v. Honeywell Salesperson intentionally overstated 
own offerings (1982) the capabilities of computer software 
Tortious 
interference with 
business 
relationships 
Scott v. Mid 
Carolina (1988) 
Leigh v. Isom 
(1982) 
Salesperson lied to buyer about the 
condition of a mobile home 
Sales agent made false accusations 
about franchisee before franchisee's 
customers 
$2388 (total price of product) 
awarded to plaintiff 
Plaintiffs certified for class 
action litigation (prior cases 
settled for $260,000 to $3 
million) 
$400,000 awarded to plaintiff 
in wrongful death claim 
Defendant's sales staff 
prohibited from making such 
claims 
Plaintiff's claims ruled 
actionable-trial delayed until 
proper forms filed with court 
$61,573 actual + $30,768 
punitive damages + legal fees 
($24,628) awarded to plaintiff 
$3600 actual + $6400 punitive 
damages awarded to plaintiff 
$65,000 actual + $35,000 
punitive damages awarded to 
plaintiff 
"These five categories are the legal causes of action where salesperson behavior has been a prominent factor. They are based on 
a 3/1/90 review of the Lexis (1985) legal database for all reported federal and state cases since 1940 involving salespeople. The 
search phrase included: "sales representative, salesperson, salesman, saleswoman, salespeople, sales agent, manufacturer's rep- 
resentative, and manufacturer's agent." 
perience, or sophistication about the subject matter of 
the transaction (American Jurisprudence 1985, ?99). 
Thus, in an oft-cited case, the court found an express 
warranty in the statements of a used car salesperson 
that a car was "in A-l shape" and "mechanically per- 
fect" (Wat Henry Pontiac v. Bradley 1949). This out- 
come has been endorsed consistently in hundreds of 
automobile-related cases (e.g., Barksdale v. Van's Auto 
Sales 1989; Reilly v. Gene Ducote Volkswagen 1989). 
The practice of puffing has never been acceptable to 
most legal scholars, and courts have steadily nar- 
rowed its allowable boundaries (Preston 1975; Prosser 
and Keeton 1984). 
The court in Sierra Diesel v. Burroughs (1987) 
confirmed this position. Here the plaintiff signed a 
contract for the delivery of computer equipment and 
associated software. The contract contained, among 
other language, a section stating that the contract was 
to serve as a final expression of the agreement be- 
tween the parties, regardless of prior discussions or 
sales presentations. The contractual language essen- 
tially nullified the earlier representations of the de- 
fendant's salesperson, resulting in a lesser level of 
service performance. The plaintiff prevailed by show- 
ing that he had relied on the salesperson's statements 
and that the contracted level of service would not ac- 
complish the tasks for which the data-processing sys- 
tem had been purchased. The salesperson's statements 
were deemed to be an express warranty, even though 
the signed contract stated otherwise. 
Unmonitored sales practices also may lead to the 
unintended creation of an implied warranty of fitness 
for a particular purpose. This situation would occur 
(Uniform Commercial Code 1972, ?2-315): 
. . . where the seller at the time of contracting has 
reason to know any particular purpose for which the 
goods are required and that the buyer is relying on the seller's skill or judgment to select or furnish suit- 
able goods, there is unless excluded or modified un- 
der the next section an implied warranty that the goods 
shall be fit for such purpose. 
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Thus a sales representative creates an implied war- 
ranty when he or she knows or has reason to know of 
a specific use to which a buyer intends to put the prod- 
uct, and further knows or should know that the buyer 
is relying upon the salesperson's judgment about the 
appropriate product. For example, a buyer purchased 
a gas space-heater from Montgomery Ward and told 
the sales clerk of his intention to use it in a house 
trailer where he planned to raise chinchillas for breed- 
ing and pelting. The heater malfunctioned, resulting 
in the death of 330 animals. The salesperson's failure 
to inform the inexperienced buyer of the dangers as- 
sociated with the intended use of the space heater 
amounted to the creation of an implied warranty of 
fitness for a particular purpose, the subsequent breach 
of which led to the recovery of $28,000 in a product 
liability action (Frey v. Montgomery Ward 1977). 
Dilution of Warning Effectiveness 
A firm marketing a product that is likely to be dan- 
gerous when either used as intended or foreseeably 
misused, and knowing or having reason to know that 
the intended users may not realize the dangers in- 
volved, has a duty to provide reasonable warnings 
(Restatement 1979, ?Torts, p. 388). Providing such a 
warning, however, may not adequately protect the 
marketer from liability if subsequent salesforce activ- 
ity offsets its effect. Under some circumstances, vig- 
orous personal selling efforts in support of the product 
may amount to "overpromotion," so diluting a mar- 
keter's warning that a court would find the manufac- 
turer had failed to provide an adequate warning, thereby 
resulting in product liability exposure (Stevens v. Parke, 
Davis 1973; Swayze v. McNeil Laboratories 1987). 
This doctrine has emerged through a series of cases 
involving prescription drugs (Incollingo v. Ewing 1971; 
Love v. Wolf 1964; Salmon v. Parke, Davis 1975; 
Stevens v. Parke, Davis 1973; Yarrow v. Sterling Drug 
1969). Marketers of these products have a duty to warn 
the medical profession about any dangerous side-ef- 
fects associated with the use of the product. Though 
the marketers had done so, evidence of "vigorous sales 
programs," including salesforce promotion of "wider 
use of the product than proper medical practice jus- 
tified," resulted in jury verdicts for injured plaintiffs 
on the grounds that overpromotion had effectively ne- 
gated the original warnings (Stevens v. Parke, Davis 
1973). On appeal, the court further expressed its con- 
cern that "... numerous personal visits to physi- 
cians by salesmen, a highly effective means of pro- 
moting the use of chloromycetin, was not employed 
to disseminate information as to the drug's hazards, 
even though such warnings would have entailed no 
additional burden" (Stevens v. Parke, Davis 1973, p. 
67). Thus, even where a marketer has met its duty to 
exercise reasonable care by providing warnings about 
product dangers, field sales representatives can effec- 
tively "water down" or otherwise offset the impact of 
those warnings (Cohen 1976). In these situations courts 
have suggested explicitly that juries, when determin- 
ing defendant liability, weigh salespersons' under- 
emphasis of warnings (Brochu v. Ortho Pharmaceu- 
tical 1981; Wooderson v. Ortho Pharmaceutical 1984). 
Even more important, salespersons should not dis- 
courage clients or prospects from reading warnings. 
Securities salespersons in In re First Commodity (1987) 
explicitly stated to clients that certain legally man- 
dated warnings were essentially unimportant and could 
be ignored. When the clients lost substantial sums of 
money because of rapidly declining securities prices, 
they successfully asserted that they would not have 
invested accordingly had they actually read the printed 
warnings in the offering prospectus. This conclusion 
is consistent with that reached in relation to the vi- 
tiating effect of promotional labels and informational 
package inserts on presumably effective print warn- 
ings (Morgan and Trombetta 1982). 
Disparagement of Competitive Offerings 
In the heat of competitive battle, a sales representative 
may make negative statements about a rival product. 
A certain degree of such conduct is tolerated, pro- 
vided that it fits within the boundaries of general 
statements of comparison, with no specific assertions 
of unfavorable facts about the competitor's product 
(Prosser and Keeton 1984). Thus, a salesperson's 
negative statement about a competitor's product may 
lead to liability for the tort of disparagement, also re- 
ferred to as trade libel or injurious falsehood. 
Commercial evidence of libel can be traced back 
some 350 years to English cases (Dickes v. Fenne 
1639). When a sales representative makes a false 
statement to a third person that is derogatory to a com- 
petitor's business and calculated to prevent others from 
doing business with the competitor, liability will arise 
where the false statement plays a material and sub- 
stantial role in inducing others not to deal with the 
competitor, thereby leading to special damages in the 
form of lost trade or other dealings (Prosser and Keeton 
1984, p. 976). Recent trends in the law, including the 
extension of First Amendment free speech protection 
to commercial speech, strongly suggest that an ag- 
grieved business must show also that the statement 
was made with malice-that the defendant knowingly 
or recklessly perpetrated the false statement (Prosser 
and Keeton 1984, p. 136). 
Another fundamental distinction that is just now 
evolving is the relationship between the party making 
the insulting statements and the party being dispar- 
aged. A firm has considerably greater protection against 
the disparaging comments of a competitor's salesper- 
sons than against similar statements made by a so- 
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called "stranger," that is, a disinterested third party 
(Reinhard 1987, p. 748). One commentator has even 
suggested that verbal product comparisons made by 
salespersons may eventually be governed by princi- 
ples similar to those constraining comparative adver- 
tising (Pompeo 1987). 
A case involving two marketers of equipment, 
devices, and systems for testing commercial and in- 
dustrial materials illustrates the distinction between 
nonactionable, generally unfavorable comparative 
statements and ones that may lead to liability for dis- 
paragement. In Testing Systems v. Magnaflux (1966), 
the plaintiff marketed a chemical product called Flaw 
Finder and the defendant sold a similar compound un- 
der the name of Spotcheck. The defendant's agents 
represented to the plaintiff's present and prospective 
customers that "the plaintiff's stuff is no good" and 
"the government is throwing them out." The defen- 
dant further made a false statement to the effect that 
the United States government had tested the plaintiff's 
product and found it to be only about 40% as effective 
as that of the defendant. The court held that general 
statements of product superiority, even when made in 
the form of an unfavorable comparison that exagger- 
ates the quality of one's own product, are permissible. 
It also found, however, that (Testing Systems v. Mag- 
naflux 1966, p. 289): 
. .there is a readily observable difference between 
saying that one's product is, in general, better than 
another's . . . and asserting that such other's is only 
40% as effective as one's own. The former, argu- 
ably, merely expresses an opinion, the latter how- 
ever, is an assertion of fact, not subject to the same 
frailties of proof, implying that the party making the 
statement is fortified with the substantive facts nec- 
essary to make it. 
The facts in Systems Operations v. Scientific Games 
(1976) reveal a more subtle example of actionable dis- 
paragement. The litigants were both competing to 
supply lottery tickets for state lottery games. On sev- 
eral occasions the defendant's sales representatives 
suggested to prospective clients that the plaintiff's lot- 
tery tickets could be "broken," that is, read to deter- 
mine whether they were winners without any visible 
signs of tampering. As a reuslt, the plaintiff had con- 
siderable difficulty contracting to supply lottery tick- 
ets. The defendant's salespersons could not effec- 
tively demonstrate how to "break" the plaintiffs lottery 
tickets during courtroom testimony. Hence, the ru- 
mors that its salespeople were spreading provided the 
basis for requiring the defendant to cease such dis- 
paragement. 
There is some suggestion that comparisons gen- 
erally unfavorable to a competitor's product are within 
the privileges of both competition for future business 
and puffing (i.e., permissible exaggeration). Moder 
courts appear to be losing patience with such defenses 
(Prosser and Keeton 1984, p. 975-6). In any event, 
it seems increasingly clear that a sales representative 
who either intentionally or recklessly makes a false 
statement about a competitor's product or business has 
taken a significant step toward creating legal liability 
for the tort of disparagement (Moore v. Boating In- 
dustry 1987; Sack 1985b). 
Misrepresentation of Own Offerings 
Sales personnel who make unsupported or distorted 
claims for their wares may create liability for misrep- 
resentation, often referred to as fraud or deceit. Such 
liability can arise from deliberately misleading com- 
ments or statements of opinion that turn out to be un- 
founded. 
Intentional misrepresentations consist of a false 
statement about a material fact, made with the intent 
that another party should rely on it, where that party 
does justifiably rely on the falsehood so as to suffer 
injury as a result (Restatement 1979, ?525). A sales- 
person's intentional misstatement of an opinion may 
even give rise to an actionable fraud claim, where he 
or she has superior knowledge of the subject of a 
transaction so that the other party may reasonably re- 
gard it as a statement of fact. For example, a 51-year- 
old widow originally signed up for eight one-half-hour 
dance lessons at an Arthur Murray dance studio for 
$14.50. By praising her minimal skills and potential, 
instructors induced her to contract for more than 2000 
hours of dance lessons at a cost of more than $31,000. 
A Florida appellate court held that the defendant's 
statements of opinion provided a sufficient basis for 
a fraud suit aimed at declaring the contract invalid 
(Vokes v. Arthur Murray 1968). 
Scott v. Mid Carolina Homes (1987) provides an- 
other example of salesperson deception in which the 
plaintiff ultimately prevailed. Here, after reaching an 
agreement with a customer, a salesperson learned that 
he could sell the same mobile home to another pros- 
pect for almost twice its current price. The salesper- 
son then contacted the original customer and told him 
that the trailer was damaged and that state law forbade 
the sale of a product in such condition. The customer 
even volunteered to sign a waiver to relieve the selling 
firm of liability for the damaged mobile home; how- 
ever, the salesperson said that such a waiver was not 
allowable. Eventually the original buyer found out about 
the subterfuge and recovered on the basis of fraudu- 
lent deception on the part of the sales representative. 
In addition to policing their sales personnel to pre- 
vent such deliberately misleading practices, sales 
managers must make their representatives cognizant 
that careless (negligent) or innocent misstatements about 
products may result in lawsuits (Restatement 1979, 
?522). This point is particularly important for indus- 
trial marketers whose products are expected to meet 
technical specifications and performance requirements 
for their customers. Suppliers of computer hardware 
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and software have experienced an increased volume 
of litigation over the past decade from dissatisfied 
customers who claim that, though the supplier had no 
intent to deceive them, it nonetheless mistakenly made 
performance claims during the purchase negotiations 
that the product never fulfilled (Applications v. Hew- 
lett Packard 1982; Walker 1982; Zammit 1982). 
For example, in Dunn Appraisal v. Honeywell 
(1982), a sales representative declared that his com- 
puter software could execute several kinds of analyses 
when, in fact, it could not. The plaintiff, relying on 
the salesperson's advice, purchased the software, which 
failed to perform as the sales representative stated. The 
court found for the plaintiff, even though the sales- 
person apparently believed his presale claims to be 
true. Such "innocent representation" suits amount to 
a strict liability approach to misrepresentation, be- 
cause the plaintiff need not prove either intentional or 
negligent misconduct, only justifiable reliance on the 
untrue statements (Clements Auto Supply v. Service 
Bureau 1971). 
Liability also may attach even if the salesperson's 
false statements are not made directly to the person 
suffering the loss. In Joseph v. Norman LaPorte Realty 
(1987) a salesperson intentionally overstated the con- 
dition of a swimming pool to the buyer's agent, a pool 
inspection company. The buyer eventually recovered 
damages from the salesperson's employer on the basis 
of fraudulent misrepresentation. 
These standards for misrepresentation are applied 
even more stringently in situations involving sales- 
persons who are required by law to have certain ex- 
pertise-for example, real estate salespeople (Fennell 
Realty v. Martin 1988; Wassell v. Colorado Real Es- 
tate Commission 1988)-or are "certified" through 
some accrediting mechanism. Industrywide efforts to 
elevate the qualifications of salespersons to a higher 
standard of professionalism have the dual impact of 
an expanded legal duty of performance and, it is hoped, 
increased customer confidence. Thus, carelessness or 
overstatement that constitutes puffing on the part of 
an automobile salesperson might, in fact, amount to 
a misrepresentation on the part of a securities sales- 
person (First National Monetary v. Weinberger 1987). 
Innocent and negligent misrepresentation suits may 
become a particular problem for technical salespeople 
who often have extensive interaction with the pros- 
pect's employees before the sale. The risk of incurring 
liability on either of these bases could significantly 
inhibit the presale exchange of information. 
Tortious Interference With Business 
Relationships 
The key element in a tortious interference claim is the 
showing that the defendant's salespersons engaged in 
some form of "dirty tricks," that is, behavior consid- 
ered to be unfair business practices (Sack 1985a). 
Witkin (1974, p. 2643) describes tortious interfer- 
ence: "The wrong consists of intentional and improper 
methods of diverting and taking business from another 
which are not within the privilege of fair competi- 
tion." Courts therefore must determine whether the 
scrutinized salesperson practices are genuinely unfair 
or merely legitimate "rough and tumble" methods for 
competing in the marketplace (Economation v. Au- 
tomated Conveyor Systems 1988). To date, only very 
general guidelines for making this determination exist 
(Restatement 1979, ?766B, comment c). 
This approach to recovery has become popular in 
recent years because of plaintiffs' difficulty in prov- 
ing that unacceptable salesperson behavior caused the 
loss of specific dollar amounts (contractual damages). 
This problem becomes acute when profits are non- 
existent, cyclical, or unpredictably volatile. In addi- 
tion, recoveries under contract law are not tied to the 
extent of the defendant's reprehensible behavior. An 
intentional breach of contract is treated like an inad- 
vertent breach. 
Recovery for tortious interference with economic 
relations, however, is based on the defendant's be- 
havior and provides general or compensatory damages 
as well as potential punitive damages based on intent. 
Hence, blatant lies and concealment that lead to a 
breached contract can be penalized severely. For ex- 
ample, in Leigh Furniture v. Isom (1982), Leigh's 
agents harassed Isom, under contract to sell Leigh's 
furniture, for more than a year, making false accu- 
sations about his operating procedures in front of his 
customers. Isom eventually declared bankruptcy and 
sued Leigh for intentional interference with prospec- 
tive economic relations. Isom recovered compensa- 
tory damages to cover his losses from the breach of 
contract by Leigh, as well as punitive damages. 
The plaintiff in Mayes v. Sturdy Northern Sales 
(1979) recovered only general damages when the de- 
fendant failed to fulfill all terms of a contract to sup- 
ply him with various products. The defendant decided 
to pay more attention to its house accounts and began 
to make late deliveries to its franchisees, including 
Mayes. Though these actions breached the contractual 
agreement, they were not sufficiently offensive to re- 
sult in an award of exemplary damages. 
Tortious interference also can occur without the 
existence of a contract. This situation normally in- 
volves salespersons from competitive companies vying 
for the same accounts (Shapiro 1983). For example, 
in the lottery case described before (Systems Opera- 
tions v. Scientific Games 1976), the plaintiff also al- 
leged tortious interference with prospective business 
advantage. Though the court found for the defendant 
on the disparagement claim, it could have used a tor- 
tious interference argument (Dowling 1986). The de- 
fendant had wrongly denigrated the plaintiff's lottery 
tickets to gain future business. 
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Implications and Discussion 
As the foregoing analysis suggests, salespersons can 
interact with prospects or customers in several ways 
that can lead to litigation. Exacerbating this problem 
is the tendency for plaintiffs to assert all possible causes 
of action for their lawsuits in the hope of convincing 
the court that at least one claim is valid. Conceivably, 
an aggrieved customer might use every legal theory 
mentioned herein when a salesperson behaves im- 
properly. 
A proactive managerial stance is needed to mini- 
mize the likelihood of legal proceedings and to bolster 
chances of successfully meeting a legal challenge 
grounded in salesperson behavior. A self-test of cur- 
rent supervisory and selling practices is a logical first 
step. The following guidelines are derived from the 
preceding complaints and decisions. 
* Be sure all specific product claims (technical charac- 
teristics, useful life, performance capabilities) can be 
accomplished. 
* Be certain that all specific positive statements about of- 
ferings can be verified. In addition, any strong positive 
statement about offerings that cannot be demonstrated 
should be very general (e.g., "high quality" or "great 
value"). 
* Customers should be reminded to read warnings, par- 
ticularly if they seem to be paying little attention to them. 
Never suggest to customers that warnings can be ig- 
nored or even taken lightly. 
* Immediately caution customers who appear to be con- 
templating any improper product use. Cautionary state- 
ments should be very specific and related to each cus- 
tomer's product usage situation. 
* Assess each customer's level of sophistication-the more 
inexperienced the customer, the greater the salesper- 
son's legal obligations to deal cautiously with the cus- 
tomer. 
* Be able to verify all negative statements about com- 
petitors' products, business conduct, and financial con- 
dition. Salespersons should try to avoid saying anything 
negative about competitors, particularly on topics that 
could be construed as rumors. 
These admonitions may be self-evident or thought 
to be common business practices, yet they should be 
reviewed routinely by sales managers and salespeo- 
ple. More specifically, sales managers must develop 
and follow programs to ensure that salespersons not 
only are aware of their legal responsibilities, but be- 
have accordingly. Explicit recommendations for sales 
managers are offered in Table 2. 
Training Salespeople3 
Recent research on selling effectiveness leads to train- 
ing suggestions for the development of both declara- 
3There is little evidence that current sales training and retraining/ 
update programs incorporate adequate legal modules. Lists of sales- 
person training topics do not include legal materials (cf. Leigh 1987; 
TABLE 2 
Sales Management Programs Designed to Direct 
Salespeople to Comply With Legal Guidelines 
1. Include detailed modules on legal guidelines in 
training schools for beginning salespersons. 
Training should focus on both declarative and 
procedural knowledge. 
2. Routinely provide updated information to 
salespersons about the most recent judicial and 
statutory developments related to communications 
with prospects and customers. 
3. Develop incentive compensation packages that 
encourage and reward salespersons for avoiding or 
forestalling litigious situations. 
4. Review salesperson performance to identify quickly 
and decisively salespersons who engage in 
practices that might lead to legal problems. 
5. Manage by example. Always follow the legal 
guidelines when accompanying salespersons in the 
field, and hold salespersons to the same standards 
when reviewing their performance. 
tive and procedural salesperson knowledge. In refer- 
ence to the former, effective salespeople are those who 
make fewer errors in categorizing prospects at suc- 
cessive stages of the sales process (Szymanski 1988, 
p. 74). In terms of legal risk, prospects will differ in 
some systematic way. Some prospects may interpret 
an overstatement about a product's performance as 
simply enthusiastic salesmanship. Other prospects may 
reasonably believe the statement, taking it as a prom- 
ise of performance (warranty). Similarly, some buy- 
ers may realize that a disparaging remark about a 
competitor, stated humorously, is merely a joke. Oth- 
ers may take the comment out of context and accept 
it as true. Through brainstorming sessions, experi- 
enced salespeople and sales managers may be able to 
identify characteristics of prospects that differentiate 
them in terms of likelihood of reliance on spoken as- 
sertions. 
Szymanski (1988, p. 75) goes on to suggest that 
the pseudo-experience of role-playing helps trainees 
to formulate appropriate attribute information by re- 
lating it to their own behavior. If effective salesper- 
sons can assume and articulate various prospect roles 
such as those just described, sales trainees can ob- 
serve the effects of their statements, perhaps even un- 
derstanding how their comments could be misinter- 
preted. Sujan, Weitz, and Sujan (1988) and Leong, 
Busch, and Roedder John (1989) have emphasized the 
value of using expert salespersons in training, partic- 
ularly through role-playing. Such a formal approach 
Major 1990), nor do legal topics appear in scholarly research on sales 
training (Avlonitis and Boyle 1989; Futrell, Berry, and Bowers 1984; 
Russ et al. 1989). The authors' experiences with several Fortune 500 
companies and smaller firms is that little attention is given to legal 
topics during sales training. 
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to sales training provides some of the structure that 
inexperienced salespersons need (Kohli 1989). 
In reference to procedural knowledge, the preced- 
ing recommendations are consistent with the findings 
of Leigh (1987), Leigh and McGraw (1989), and 
Leong, Busch, and Roedder John (1989) on the sales 
scripts used by experienced salespersons. The inter- 
active scripts followed during initial and followup sales 
calls include considerable information exchange be- 
tween prospect and salesperson, providing several op- 
portunities for the salesperson to stray into areas of 
potential legal difficulty. One solution is to allow 
salespeople to develop their own rule codes for op- 
erationalizing selling scripts by having them observe 
or experience several typical selling situations (Leigh 
and McGraw 1989, p. 32). Again, role-playing could 
be very useful, providing the basis for rule code de- 
velopment. 
It is imperative for training to build on salesper- 
sons' experiences, allowing them to generalize across 
customers or selling situations to devise consistently 
legal interactive scripts. Sujan, Sujan, and Bettman 
(1988) observed that effective salespersons varied their 
sales strategies less than ineffective salespersons, and 
concluded that deviation from given policies in re- 
sponse to situational factors leads to poor decisions. 
Clearly, sales policies on lawful behavior should be 
developed and applied in all contacts with customers 
and prospects. 
These training suggestions raise a preeminent 
question: Does training produce a relatively perma- 
nent change in employee behavior? Latham (1988, p. 
554), on the basis of a review of skills training in 
nonselling occupations, stresses the need for continual 
training and development efforts. Such efforts are par- 
ticularly necessary when changes are occurring be- 
tween what is currently required and what will be re- 
quired for effective job performance. The evolutionary 
nature of selling's legal environment necessitates careful 
consideration of this issue. 
Role-playing and other types of work group inter- 
action are examples of informal controls that, accord- 
ing to Jaworski (1988, p. 28), are appropriate in set- 
tings characterized by uncertainty in the organization's 
macro environment. Given that the legality of many 
of the salesperson actions discussed here can depend 
on buyer characteristics and responses (a potentially 
fruitful future research topic), informal control mech- 
anisms are particularly appropriate. 
Maintaining Training Advantages 
Corporate legal counsel must disseminate information 
about recent legal developments to sales managers, 
who must then communicate with salespersons. Be- 
cause significant judicial decisions occur with no pre- 
dictable regularity, changes in the legal environment 
must be communicated on an "as-occurs" basis. Sales 
training materials must be revised whenever a relevant 
court opinion is issued or statute is enacted. In ad- 
dition, an occasional special communication may have 
to be distributed to each salesperson in response to 
legal developments. 
These updates can be achieved easily with present 
communications technology such as interactive video, 
a highly regarded training tool (Russ et al. 1989). This 
approach enables each salesperson to pace his or her 
learning and to assess his or her knowledge level. 
Moreover, videos can easily be made current on a reg- 
ular basis. 
Periodic updates reinforce the impression that 
managers are serious about the legal aspects of selling 
activity, contributing to a responsible market-driven 
corporate culture. A programmatic effort to advise and 
update as a part of regular communications with the 
salesforce can provide salespeople the relevant infor- 
mation needed to enhance productivity and to manage 
themselves (Sujan, Weitz, and Sujan 1988). 
Ingram and LaForge (1989, p. 392) note that, 
though legal guidelines often are subject to multiple 
interpretations, organizations usually issue straight- 
forward guidelines on legal issues. The danger here 
is that such an approach oversimplifies the legal 
situation for salespersons, but a certain margin for 
error can be built into the guidelines if they are written 
conservatively. Specific rules are consistent with the 
use of behaviorally based salesforce control systems 
under conditions of environmental uncertainty 
(Anderson and Oliver 1987). 
Compensating Appropriate Salesperson 
Responses 
To guide salesperson behavior, sales managers should 
consider supplementing outcome-based incentives with 
behavior-based ones. Such an approach would focus 
inexperienced salespersons on the quality of their work, 
including understanding how their behavior can create 
legal obligations. This recommendation has been made 
by others for the development of sales representatives 
during their early career stages (Sujan, Weitz, and Sujan 
1988, p. 16). 
In a conceptual sense, this approach emphasizes 
the intrinsic reward orientation among salespersons, 
encouraging them to derive satisfaction from the per- 
formance of job tasks, not just from achieving quota. 
Weitz, Sujan, and Sujan (1986, p. 181) conclude that 
intrinsic reward orientation relates to salespersons' 
motivation to practice adaptive selling, regarded as the 
most effective approach to selling. 
Unfortunately, intrinsic rewards, originating within 
the individual, cannot be dispensed by sales man- 
agers. As a compromise, incentives could be devel- 
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oped to encourage salespeople to monitor their be- 
havior for its legal consequences. For example, the 
typical precursor to a lawsuit is a customer complaint 
about the product, terms of sale, unfulfilled salesper- 
son promises, or salesperson manners or attitude. 
Complaint categories could be developed by sales 
managers and each salesperson could be assigned a 
complaint "quota" per category. Some incentive com- 
pensation could be awarded for not exceeding the al- 
lowable number of complaints. Salespersons also could 
be praised or recognized informally by superiors 
(Ingram, Lee, and Skinner 1989). 
The market structure may allow construction of 
quotas based on repeat business. Ongoing sales con- 
tracts, part of the definition of relational exchanges 
(Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh 1987), can be advantageous 
for both buyers and sellers. Perhaps a repeat-to-new- 
business ratio could be computed for each salesper- 
son, with financial rewards bestowed for those with 
the highest values. This approach is advisable only if 
other incentives encourage the appropriate level of new 
account solicitation. 
Evaluating Salesperson Performance 
Performance appraisals provide opportunities for sales 
managers to consider salesperson behavior in addition 
to sales outcomes. Oliver and Swan (1989) found that 
buyers' perceptions of fairness are influenced posi- 
tively by higher levels of seller input. If salespeople 
can provide such intangibles as timely information and 
post-sale service, customers will feel more fairly 
treated. By collecting customers' perceptions of sales- 
persons' performance along these intangible dimen- 
sions, sales managers can provide behavior-based 
feedback to their subordinates (Muczyk and Gable 
1987). Sales representatives might begin to under- 
stand why their behavior is hindering their achieve- 
ments as assessed by traditional outcome measures, 
such as quota or sales volume levels. 
Consistency in the evaluation of salespeople is also 
critical. Sales managers may be tempted to overlook 
inappropriate selling tactics employed by superior (ac- 
cording to objective measures) salespersons, particu- 
larly if no negative consequences result (Bellizzi and 
Hite 1989; Caywood and Laczniak 1986). Such a vague 
message could lead a salesperson to behave illegally 
if a substantial sales contract hangs in the balance. 
Leading by Example 
Sales managers therefore must set the example for 
salespeople to follow. The sales manager who urges 
subordinates to behave legally and ethically, yet who 
regularly overstates products' capabilities when ac- 
companying salespersons, is sending an ambiguous 
message. Researchers have concluded that top man- 
agers' attitudes and ethical standards strongly influ- 
ence subordinates' perceptions and subsequent behav- 
ior (Carroll 1987). It follows that a similar relationship 
should be expected between sales manager deport- 
ment and salesperson behavior. 
In addition, when salespeople make equivocal as- 
sertions about products or competitors to prospects or 
customers in the presence of sales managers, the man- 
agers must unfailingly remind the salespersons that such 
behavior is unacceptable. It can lead to legal conse- 
quences and can raise conflicts with other marketing 
programs (e.g., contradict promotional brochures). Any 
failure to correct such conduct could justifiably be taken 
as tacit approval of the action. The critical importance 
of the salespersons's immediate supervisor in setting 
the ethical tone for the salesforce has been suggested 
(Bragg 1987; Murphy and Dunn 1988) and must be 
heeded (Finn 1988). 
Corporate policies, stipulated in codes of ethics, 
can provide another layer of guidance for salespeople 
and sales managers. By mandating legal and ethical 
conduct, organizations can create a culture that en- 
courages and rewards scrupulous behavior (Burke 
1990). Open recognition and discussion of ethical 
problems reinforces the importance of legal behavior 
and discourages risk-taking by salespeople. The or- 
ganization must support sales mangers and find ways 
to provide the resources necessary for establishing, 
implementing, and controlling effective solutions to 
the salesforce liability problem. 
Conclusion 
Procedures for evaluating and minimizing the liability 
exposure emanating from salesperson behavior must 
begin with a review of the statements and actions of 
the salesforce. Because such a review will be highly 
circumstantial and difficult, the basic capabilities and 
instincts of the salesforce must be molded through ap- 
propriately conceived training, directing, compensa- 
tion, and evaluation programs. Such programs serve 
the dual purposes of updating and refreshing sales- 
persons' understanding of the legal environment and 
unambiguously directing selling efforts toward legal 
compliance and away from potentially damaging sit- 
uations. Ultimately, managers must concretely sup- 
port these activities and programs in both spirit and 
action and not allow them to degenerate into mere 
"consciousness raising" exercises. 
Our discussion underscores the need for various 
assessments of current selling practices and encour- 
ages a proactive orientation toward legal issues on the 
part of sales managers and salespeople. Indirect evi- 
dence suggests that legal topics rarely receive formal 
attention in sales training programs (Kerr and Burzynski 
1988); however, research is needed to assess the ex- 
tent of this deficiency and the efficacy of current pro- 
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grams. The issues raised here also provide a timely 
context for further research on the knowledge-based 
differences among salespeople, which seem to be cen- 
tral to the adaptive selling model (Weitz 1981). 
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